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Abstract: Human–robot interaction (HRI) is studied in two important research areas, intention estimation and intention
reshaping. Although there are many studies in the literature that define human intention, new research examines the
reshaping of human intentions by using robots in HRI. In this paper, 2 diﬀerent robot movements are tested in a real
environment in order to reshape current human intention. The hidden Markov model (HMM) is used to estimate human
intention in our intelligent robotic system. The algorithmic design of the system comprises 2 parts: the first part tracks
the moving objects in the environment, and the second part estimates human intention and reshapes the estimated
current human intention by using intelligent robots. In the first part, a feature vector consisting of the headings of the
human posture and the locations of the humans and robots is created by using video processing techniques. The second
part is related to estimating the current intention of a human participant via HMM models and to reshaping the current
intention into another intention. The system is tested in a real experimental environment including humans and robots,
and the results in the recorded videos are given at the end of the paper.
Key words: Human–robot interaction, intention estimation, intention reshaping, hidden Markov models

1. Introduction
In this paper, interactions between humans and robots are computer vision-based and without communication,
which could be gesture-based and verbal. Although our method only builds upon the initial estimates of human
intentions, in order to change them voluntarily by robot-triggered interactions, we will first review the problem
of intention estimation in the literature. Furthermore, we will discuss the problem of intention estimation and
our design of the experimental environment, which contains particular equipment. We will then discuss the
sparse works on changing one’s intentions, whether by robots or humans.
Two intelligent agents that interact biomimetically are required to predict each other’s intention and
either morph their own actions to the other’s intention or strategically change the other’s intention to achieve
the desired change. This strategic change is termed “intention reshaping” [1]. Recently, several works have
emerged on changing intention. The literature abounds with works on plan/goal recognition and intention
estimation. For example, [2] used a facial expression changing in time in order to estimate the human intention.
Moreover, gesture recognition and action recognition are studied for human intention estimation [3–6].
The next section overviews intention recognition and estimation. This problem is characterized by
prototypical phases of problem definition and classification issues. For instance, if the interpretation of human
∗ Correspondence:
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activity in a video is problematic, the classification uses a learning algorithm to solve this problem according
to the training database of the human. The training database is constructed with computer vision techniques
such as background subtraction and object detection.
Recognition of human intention generally requires detecting a characteristic posture of intention feature
and then classifies it against known features for recognition. In other instances, human motion heading is
characteristic of its intention when the heading target is identified, similar to heading to a cafe. In our computer
vision-based system, a camera captures a view of the human–multirobot environment that includes hardware
components, such as mobile robots, and a human agent. For each image captured, the software component
processes the image to generate a feature vector. In that case, the vision-based inference system (VIS) maps
the feature vector to a low-dimensional one that represents the intention characteristics of the human. This
reduced space provides a simple yet powerful representation.
In this work, the process of estimating current human intentions and reshaping them voluntarily by robot
motion decisions is a continuous and complex process that requires robots to be equipped with decision-making
models, based on interpretations of human-to-human interactions that have been taught or modeled as rules or
by any other closed-form mathematical ways. Considering human-to-human conversations as a form of humanto-human interaction, humans try to predict the context-dependent reaction of each other within a dialogue,
by estimating the intention and the next direction that the conversation will take [7].
The first portion of this paper pertains to prototyping issues, both hardware and software, in intention
recognition and estimation, as found in the literature. Reshaping human intention by robotic interaction is a
relatively new perspective, and very few works exist on modeling, reshaping, and generating intentions. Although
[8] introduced the reshaping of human intention via robots, the general purpose of this study is to examine the
psychological statuses of humans with human–robot interaction (HRI). These psychological statuses, which were
mentioned in [9], are physical, design, and intentional stance. In this paper, we demonstrate how a computer
vision-based approach is a benchmarking approach to estimating human intention by using real environment
examples. However, the benchmarking perspective in our work recognizes that reshaping the current human
intention can be achieved by robots carrying out decisions on how, where, and when to move in certain directions
in order to reshape the current intention of the person in the environment in a desired manner. We will provide
a brief overview of the limited works in the literature as well as introduce in detail and discuss our novel yet
benchmarking perspective, both in hardware setup and in software.
An overview of the current literature on the problem of intention estimation and intention reshaping is
presented in the following section. Afterwards, the real experimental environment and methodology used in our
algorithmic approach will be explained. At the end of the paper we will discuss the results of our approach for
reshaping intentions by robot motions and for future studies.
2. Literature review
For many years, philosophers have considered human intention as inferred from human activities and their eﬀects
on the environment [9–12]. The literature on robotics contains many examples recognizing human intentions in
a robotic environment. The reshaping of human intention, however, has not been addressed in the literature on
HRI. Therefore, in this paper we seek an answer to the following question: Why does intention-reshaping need
to be studied? We believe that an example can illustrate the importance of this problem. Let us assume that
the environment is a dangerous area and requires certain risky tasks, and that we put robots in the environment
to eliminate dangers to humans by avoiding dangerous areas. Although textual descriptions in the form of notes
may keep humans away from dangerous areas, not everybody pays equal attention to textual information; in
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fact, the person may be illiterate. In this case, the motion of the robots may attract the attention of the person
and reduce the risk of getting hurt. Such systems should, however, be rapid and reliable.
Intention estimation is usually realized by control commands of the human in a game or simulation
setting [10,13–15]. One of the initial studies on plan recognition was developed for understanding stories
told within a natural language story [16]. Kautz and Allan [17] extended this work to a general model for
the recognition of general plans. The improved system of this study is based on a set of observations and
action taxonomy with simplicity constraints in the environment. Charniak and Goldman [18] approached the
inference estimation by measuring uncertainty during plan recognition. In their work, decreasing the number
of top-level plans provided them with computational advantage, whereas limiting its application to real-world
applications inherently included uncertainty in both the perception and actuation. In addition, they performed
Bayesian updating to select the most likely interpretation by using the set of observed actions. A related work
[19] examined the Bayesian networks for traﬃc monitoring problems. This work was extended to examining
the intention of pedestrians on a curb, in order to develop a cognitive driver assistance system to warn the
driver according to the pedestrians’ intentions [20]. They developed a driver assistance system that captures
and analyzes the traﬃc situation in order to alert the driver in case a pedestrian is a potential danger. The
system recognizes the action intentions of the pedestrian by using the video database taken from natural traﬃc
scenes. In a related work, Tahboub [13] introduced a compliant human–machine interaction architecture using
a dynamic Bayesian network for probabilistic intention inference. Using that system, a human can remotely
command a mobile robot. The study used the hidden Markov model (HMM) for the action recognition problem.
Schrempf et al. [21] presented a diﬀerent approach to creating a Bayesian network for estimating intentions
without a learning framework. Two other studies [22,23] also used HMM to recognize human behavior via
an online probabilistic algorithm, while others [24,25] designed an experimental room for detection of human
intention. They used an ID4-based leaning system to recognize the human intention, complete with sensors
for the estimation of human position and sounds in the environment. Their studies, although constrained in
their capacity, are more capable of intention recognition than the system developed by Koo and Kwon [26]. In
this paper, unlike in the above examples, all given data are obtained from a real environment using 2 cameras
that extract human as well as robot intentions. The capability of the estimation is highly dependent upon (and
directly proportional to) the feature vectors.
In the literature, examples of reshaping intention are found in psychology. Webb and Sheeran [27] studied
whether changing behavioral intention causes behavior change. Forty-seven experimental tests of intention–
behavior relations were used to achieve this goal. In those experiments, participants were assigned randomly to
a process that increased the power of their own intentions relating to a control situation, and the diﬀerences of
the forward behavior were compared. Metaanalysis was used to predict the aﬀectless ranges of the intention–
behavior relation. After the impact of the interventions on intention and behavior was quantified in metaanalysis,
the results indicated that the interventions could change intention and also reshape behavior.
Meltzoﬀ [28] investigated whether children would change their intention towards what an adult intended
to do or shape their intentions based on what an adult was currently doing and prepared 2 experiments for this
purpose. In Experiment 1, children were confronted with an adult who tried to perform obvious target actions
but did not succeed. Experiment 2 matched the reaction of the children to an adult towards an inanimate item.
Taken together, 18-month-old children have adopted a key element of folk psychology: although inanimate items
are not understood, adults are understood within a framework that includes intentions and aims. Terada et al.
[8] reviewed the eﬀect of reactive movements accomplished by a nonhumanoid robot, such as a chair and cube,
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on human intention attribution. In their study, humans tried to understand the behaviors of an artifact with
respect to its goal, which depends on how humans attribute intention to the artifact. The aims of this study
were to observe how humans behave after a robot movement and whether or not there are diﬀerences caused
by the appearance of the robot in human intention attribution. Their study was related to the investigation
of human intention attribution toward the movements of robots. The novel contribution of this paper is an
introduction to intention reshaping in the area of HRI research. Therefore, the actual aim of this study is to
realize change in current intention via intentional robot movement within a real scenario.
In this paper, our novel perspective is to develop a hierarchical system by decoupling the low-level object
detecting-tracking algorithms from the high-level intention estimation and reshaping. The system also makes
decisions about the changing human intention using robot movements. The low-level detection and tracking
algorithm focuses on a multirobot interacting with a human. High-level capability provides a solution to the
human-machine intention problem by using learning algorithms such as HMM and principle component analysis
(PCA).
3. System design and methodology
3.1. Experimental setup
We designed an experimental room that contains humans and robots to realize our intention reshaping problem
and we proposed HMM to recognize human intention. The robots, namely chair and stair robots, move to
reshape human intention. For example, since the human does not know the purpose of the robots in the
environment, s/he may change intention according to the movement of the robot. The real-time system has
to make fast decisions and show high eﬃciency, since our real-time application primarily aims to recognize the
intention and then reshape the recognized intention. Therefore, we designed an HMM based on human location
and human posture, which were taken from the video frames. As image/video processing was not used in any
of the above-mentioned robotic applications, our method may be also referred to in HRI applications. An
advantage of the usage of computer vision techniques is that the parameter of the intention recognition may
be increased. For example, we could use both the location and the posture of the human, whereas Koo and
Kwon [26] could only use the location, since they simply used the sensor. On the other hand, the advantage of
sole usage of the sensor is faster decision-making, according to our system. However, our system performs more
accurate intention recognition.
A designed experimental room (Figure 1) monitors the intention reshaping of the human participant
by motion of the robotic chair and shallow stair. The room, which includes a bookshelf, worktable, mobile
chair/stair robots, and a coﬀee machine, is observed with cameras. The cameras give us a top and side view
of the room. While the locations of the robots and human are provided by the top-view camera, the heading
of the human posture is obtained by the side-view camera. Chair and stair robots, which are computercontrolled, perform particular activities in order to reshape the intention of the human participant entering the
experimental room (Figure 1). The chair and stair robots move with 2 wheels driven by a DC motor (12 V).
The experimenter/computer remotely controls the robots by using the radio frequency communication system
in a room diﬀerent from the experimental room. According to our scenario, human participants that have
information about our application act independently in the experimental area.
3.2. Methodology
In this paper, the goal of our design is to develop a hierarchical system by decoupling the low-level object
detecting-tracking algorithms from the high-level intention estimation. The system also makes decisions about
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the changing human intention with the movement of the robots. The low-level detecting and tracking algorithm
focuses on the multiple robots and a human. High-level capability results in a solution to the human–machine
intention problem by using learning algorithms such as HMM and PCA.

Figure 1. Experimental environment.

Figure 2 demonstrates a flow chart for the entire system. According to this flow chart, the algorithm of
our system, which reshapes the current human intention via the movements of the mobile robots, is described
in the following text.
In the first step, background subtraction is used to construct the feature vector, which includes the
locations of the movable objects (human and robots) and the heading information of the human posture. In
a stationary background, the following process explains how the movable objects are detected in video frame
sequences: 1) separating the pixels that represent the movable objects from the pixels that represent the
background, 2) grouping together the pixels that represent the individual human and robots and calculating
the appropriate bounding box for both, 3) matching human and robots in the current frame with those in the
previous frame by comparing the bounding boxes between frames, and 4) using a PCA method that classifies
the heading of the human posture at each frame.
The second step includes high-level stochastic learning by using low-level information. In this step, the
observable human action states are the instantaneous movements of the person with the intention. Although
intention estimation is not possible from observed human action only, one way of estimating it is by observing
the human action sequences. We assume that a plan or action has an intention until it is carried out. In
this section, we explore the use of probabilistic methods to learn and estimate human intention. We propose
an approach to learning the structure of intention estimation from sequences of human actions through the
application of HMM with heading of the human posture and location-dependent observation model.
The third step examines whether the robots change human intention or not. In this step, the system
compares 2 predicted human intentions: one is estimated human intention, when the robot starts to move, and
the other is human intention after the movement of the robot.
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Moves of Robots
Change ?

NO

Intention
Change ?
(Int1--Int2)

YES

NO

(Int1 = Int2)

Figure 2. Flow chart of the total system.

3.2.1. Feature vector construction
The first requirement for feature extraction of human motions is the ability to track the human in question
and generate his motion trajectory in order to relate it to a contextual meaning for intention estimation that
will be introduced in Section 3.2.2. The characteristic features of human actions in the room, used to estimate
and reshape current intention, consist of the heading of the human posture and the location of the human and
robots. Therefore, the following sections explain how to find the location of the objects and how to determine the
posture of the human, respectively. The final section gives the total information about locations and headings
of the posture that is gathered in the feature vector.
3.2.1.1. Detection of moving objects
The detection of moving objects (robots and human) in a video frame is an important part of this application.
For this purpose, background subtraction is realized after estimating the background image by using the first
few frames of the video.
We used the autothresholding method in order to determine which pixels correspond to the moving
objects in the scene. This method uses the diﬀerence in pixel values between the normalized input image and
the background image. In the detection step, the morphological closing merges the object pixels that are close
to each other to create blobs. For instance, pixels that represent a portion of the human’s body are grouped
together. Next, we calculated the bounding boxes and the centers of these blobs. Finally, in the tracking step,
we determined the locations of the specific robots and the human from one frame to another. The system
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compares the predicted locations of the bounding boxes to the detected locations. This enables the system to
assign a unique color to each robot and to the human (see Figure 3 for detection and Figure 4 for tracking of
the detected points). Figure 4 shows the trajectories taken from a human participant and robots in the same
environment.

{0,0}

FEATURES

X axes

{176,0}
Xh
Yh

Y axes

Xc
Yc

Human
Location

2x1
Mobile
Chair
Location

2x1
{0,144}

(a)

(b)

{176,144}

Xs
Ys

Mobile
Stair
Location

2x1

(c)

Figure 3. Detected location of moving objects (human and robots): (a) the centers of the moving objects in a video
frame are shown as colored points, (b) locations after background subtraction, and (c) locations on the simulated image.
X axes

150
100
50
0
900

Frame number

Human
1000
Chair
Stair

Y axes
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
900

Frame number

1000

Figure 4. Example frame trajectories for the location of moving objects (human and robots) in a video made by a
participant in the environment (between 900 and 1000 frames).

The first stage in the presented algorithm is to construct the feature vector. The feature vector, comprising
sequences O , can be formed by using the output trajectories of previous system simulations (similar to Figure
4). The observation model in our approach is labeled by the grid cells from 144 × 176 to 24 × 25. Each
grid cell that substitutes the location of the human participant is also known as an observation output. Figure
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5 illustrates a set of labeled cells in our setup. Given a trajectory represented by sequences of length T , by
evaluating the heading of human postures we can label them as intentions with respect to actions (Figure 6).
This is explained in detail in Section 3.2.2.

{0,0}

{24,0}

X axes

{176,0}

{0,0}

X axes

{176,0}
If the location of

{0,25}

chair, stait, or human
is {x,y}={166,40}
Y axes

the observation of

Y axes

it is

{0,144}

{176,144}

{0,144}

(a)

{176,144}
(b)

Figure 5. Labeling the location trajectories of human and robots.

Figure 6. An example of an observation cell trajectory. This example of training trajectory data is for “going to the
worktable”.

3.2.1.2. Heading information from human posture via PCA
In this section we explain the extraction of the heading information from human posture. In the literature,
researchers have studied several techniques, such as self-organizing maps, fuzzy C-means, K-means [29], and
correlation filter classifier [30], for the analysis and recognition of human postures. As an alternative to these,
PCA for feature mapping is another popular approach [31]. Identification of principle components, also known
as orthogonal axes, is the goal of the PCA [32,34]. In this paper, we use the PCA-based posture analysis
approach, which identifies and classifies postures into one of the following heading classes: “heading left”,
“heading right”, and “keeping central heading” [1]. These 3 diﬀerent headings are chosen according to diﬀerent
intentional regions of the environment. For example, if we have a frame taken from the side camera, we find
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the “heading right” as “human heading to the bookshelf”; however, if the direction of the humean changes to
the opposite side in the next frames as “heading left”, then we conclude that the human is “heading to the
coﬀee machine”. Therefore, the heading of the human posture is important for estimating action-based human
intention.
Silhouettes
image vector 1 x 7200

60 * 120

120 pixel Training Set

M x 7200
Center

Left

Right

Center

Left

Right
60 pixel

Figure 7. The training set example for “heading left”, “keeping central heading”, and “heading right” postures of the
human.

The PCA algorithm used for generating heading information from human posture is first trained from
a set of the human heading vectors ΓT1 , ΓT2 , . . . , ΓTM , where T stands for transpose, each of which is a
7200-dimensional row matrix generated by concatenating the columns of a 60 × 120 array (Figure 7). These
vectors are mean-normalized to generate Φj = ΓTj – Ψ, where Ψ is the mean vector. Given these normalized
vectors, a low-dimensional human heading space is constructed by selecting a set of eigenvectors with the largest
eigenvalues. This eigenspace is referred to as the human heading space, spanned by those eigenvectors that are
used to test incoming posture by computing the Euclidian distance εm between the input images projected into
the human heading space and the image of the mean-valued “keeping central heading” training data:
εm = ∥Ω − Ωm ∥ ,

(1)

where ΩT = [e1 , e2 , . . . , eL ] explains the contribution of each eigenvector related to the input image. We
choose Ωm as the mean of the eigenspace representations of several training images belonging to the same
class of posture. In our application, since we partition our test environment into 3 directional areas, we define
3 headings from human postures; thus, we calculate 3 diﬀerent Ωmi values i = 1, 2, 3 from training data,
as shown in Table 1. When the minimum εmi is below a certain threshold, we conjecture the detection of a
heading. Otherwise, the heading of the human posture is classified as having undetermined heading, and the
procedure continues with new state data.
Table 1. The calculated Euclidian distances for posture recognition.

Euclidian distance with posture
Frame number = 340
ε mi
Heading left
0.2221 (1)
Heading right
0.4764 (0)
Keeping central heading 0.5292 (0)
Posture result (PCA)
“Heading left”
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The complete information about moving human and robot agents in the scene generates the feature
vector. For a classified heading of human posture, we use a binary coding and state the detected feature as
0 and 1, corresponding to true or false. For instance, if the determined posture is “heading left”, then vector
Vh of the heading of human posture becomes [1 0 0] T (Table 1). The constructed feature vector is shown in
Figure 8.

Feature Vector

Orientation of
Human Posture

Heading Classes
Heading Vector

Heading Left

Human
Body
Posture

Keeping Central Heading
Heading Right

Vh

Vh

O
h

O

O
c

O

O
s

O

3x1

Localization

Human
Location

Mobile
Chair
Location

Xh
Yh

h

2x1

Xc
Yc

c

2x1

Mobile
Stair
Location

Xs
Ys

s

2x1

Figure 8. Feature vector used for intention estimation.

3.2.2. Intention estimation with HMM
We use the HMM, which is employed for estimating intentions, to model the motion patterns of the human.
Before we detail how the estimation is achieved, we give a formal explanation of HMM. A discrete HMM, λ =
(ABπ) can be described as N hidden states, H1 H2 , . . . HN ; M observations (outputs/emissions), O1 O2 , . . . OM ;
transition matrix A = {aij that gives probability of transition from H1 to Hj : aij = p(H j |Hi ), observation
matrix that encodes probability of observing Oj at Hi : p(Oj |Hi ) ; and, finally, prior information π1 , π2 , . . . , πN ,
which is the starting probability at state Hi : p(Hi ). These components of the HMM are subjected to common
∑N
∑N
∑N
probability rules, including i=1 aij = 1,
i=1 bij = 1 ,
i=1 πij = 1 , where aij ≥ 0, bij ≥ 0 and πi ≥ 0
[33,34].
Table 2. Intention list.

Number
H1
H2
H3
H4

Intention
Getting a book from the bookshelf
Resting on the worktable
Getting a coﬀee
Exploring the robots
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In our experiment, ‘going to the coﬀee table’, ‘going to the worktable’, ‘discovering the environment’,
and ‘going to the bookshelf’ are defined as observable human actions. Each action, consisting of consecutive
image sequences of the human, is labeled with a human intention in Table 2. The HMM model in Figure 9 has
4 hidden states that symbolize human intentions. In our discrete HMM, we have 4 hidden states, H1 H2 H3 H4 ;
output symbols that are 42 observation cells O1 O2 , . . . O42 ; and one heading information, Vh , at the last frame
of a sequence. According to our method, a sequence of consecutive output symbols constructs human actions
(mentioned earlier in this paragraph), and each human action replaces a hidden state that is one of the human
intentions in Table 2 (Figure 9). Output symbols symbolize observation cells, which are forty-two 24 × 25-sized
grid cells obtained from the division of 144 × 176-sized image frames. The feature vector, described in Section
3.2.1, consists of the human location and heading. In this section, we use the feature vector to calculate the
learning parameter of our HMM model. Training sequences with observation cells are constituted by using each
location of the human in the training data, and the human heading at the end of the sequence (in the last
frame) is also added to this training sequence for each training person. For example, if human location in an
image frame (x 1 ,y 1 ) = (11,12), then this location gives observation cell O1 , and if human location in the next
image frame (x 2 ,y 2 ) = (28,12), then the related observation cell will be O2 . In this case, if we generate a
sequence with these 2 samples, our sequence will be [Vh O2 O1 ], where Vh is the heading of the human posture
in the last frame.

Observation Model

Transition Model

T1
O1

O2

O41

O42

Vh

H1

O3

O4

O21

O32

Vh

H2

O7

O19

Vh

H3

T2

T3
O2

O33

T4
O3

O6

O35

O39

Vh

H4

Figure 9. The hidden Markov model.

In our HMM model (λ = (ABπ)), the probabilistic observation matrix is B = {bij , which encodes
the probability of observing Oj at Hi : bij = p(Oj |Hi ). The observation matrix (B) is constituted as seen
in Figure 10. In this figure, an example sequence from the training data is used. As shown in Figures 10
and 11, we counted human trajectories in each observation cell for all training sequence data and calculated
emission probabilities (bij ). For the calculation of the transition probabilities, which are aij = p(H j |Hi ) in
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the transition matrix that is A = {aij , we used consecutive state sequences in the training data. For example,
a12 = p(H 2 |H1 ) indicates the probability of transitions from H1 to H2 in the total training data. Each hidden
state has probabilistic weight p(Hi ) assigned from training trajectories.

Training observation
trajectories for H1

Observation trajectory

Count of points in each observation
cell for one trajectory

Total number of observation cells
(b)

(a)

Probabilities in each observation

(c)

(d)

Figure 10. Example construction of the probabilistic observations. For H1 in Table 2, training trajectories in (a) are
used. (b) shows one of the trajectories in (a), (c) shows the counted frames in each observation cell, and (d) indicates
the probability distribution for H1 in each observation cell.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11. Trajectory examples of training data: (a) “resting on the worktable” (H2 in Table 2), (b) “getting a coﬀee”
(H3 in Table 2).

The training data set in the learning phase of the algorithm and comprising sequences is formed using
the trajectories from the previous simulation. Given a set of human trajectories represented by the sequences
of length T (T = 7 for the example in Figure 12) and human headings at the last frame, we can relate these
trajectories and human headings to intentions (see Figure 12). In Figures 12a and 12b, the intention estimation
example includes a trajectory given by a heading of human posture.
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Human trajectory
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O6

O13

{0,0}
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Intention estimation with HMM

O25
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O32

X axes

O33
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Vh

Observed
action with
intention “H2”

{176,0}

{0,25}

Y axes
Current intention
“H2”
{0,144}

{176,144}

Figure 12. Example for Intention 2 (from Table 2): (a) trajectory data for testing, (b) action observation.

4. Experimental results
We tested the scenario designed to change human intention with 15 participants. In Figure 13, the results
demonstrate that the mobile robotic agents reshaped human intention in the experimental environment. While
the human participant is interested in the computer in Frame 270, our system detects the current intention as
the second intention in Table 2.
After that frame, the stair robot changes its location in the environment. The human participant initially
tries to understand what happened. Next, after Frame 310, s/he gets up from the chair and moves to get a
Top-view
Stair
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Side-view
Human
Participant

Top-view

Side-view

After
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Chair
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Starting frame number = 270
Top-view

Ending frame number = 300
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Starting frame number = 310

Ending frame number = 340

Figure 13. Results for the human participant. a) Frame captures of the experiment. b) (x,y) positions of the human
participant, mobile stairs, and intention reshaping.
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Figure 13. Continued.

book from the bookshelf (the first intention in Table 2), since the stair robot in front of the bookshelf has the
movement (this situation shows that the desired intention is the first intention in Table 2). If the human goes
to get coﬀee from the coﬀee machine instead of getting a book from the bookshelf, reshaping the intention will
not be successful due to the diﬀerence between the current and desired intention. Some HMM results of the
testing sequences (Figure 13) used to estimate the current intention are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Results for a person.

Action observation with HMM (log-likelihood)
Between frames
Trajectory
270 and 300
‘Going to bookshelf’ (Action 1)
–0.507
‘Going to work-table’ (Action 2)
–0.385
‘Going to coﬀee machine’ (Action 3)
–0.465
‘Discovering the environment’ (Action 4) –0.563
Action result (HMM)
Action 2
Intention
Intention (from Table 2)
H2

Between frames
310 and 340
–0.363
–0.424
–0.534
–0.519
Action 1
H1
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The experimental results of this example suggest that the current human intention will be successfully
reshaped by the movements of the robotic agents. This success, however, was not true for all participants.
Considering that the participants did not have knowledge about the purpose of the experiment and the room,
the first movement of the robots attracted their attention. In particular, we used this attraction to show that
changing the human intention was possible. Figure 13 shows the intention-reshaping result for an individual.
While the person goes to take a book from the bookshelf after the movement of the stair robot in Figure
13, the other participants may go to take a coﬀee or discover the robots in the environment. For example,
some participants did not respond to the robot movement. After a certain amount of time, during which the
participants understood the robots, we observed that most participants did not easily change their intention
with the movements of the robots.

Figure 14. Intention reshaping of participants in the experiment time interval.

Considering that the participants did not have knowledge about the purpose of the experiment and the
room, the first movement of the robots attracted their attention. In particular, this attraction is used to show
that changing human intention is possible. Figure 14 shows the eﬃciency of our scenario, which is designed to
reshape human intention, in the time interval of each participant. After a certain amount of time, during which
the participants understood the robots, we observed that most participants did not easily change their intention
with the movements of the robots. Before the experiment, the participants did not have any information about
what was tested in this area. After the experiment, the experimental video of each participant was watched
with him/her and the experimenter. The real intentions of the participants were checked by our intention
estimations. Figure 14 also reflects this evaluation survey.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we demonstrated that reshaping human intention can be observed in a human–robot interactive
experimental environment. A sequence of video frames is used in our approach and these are processed according
to the scenario at hand. Our future work is to realize this scenario in real-time frames, instead of video frames,
for intelligent HRI systems. To the best of our knowledge, this study with humans and robots is the first
work on reshaping human intention; therefore, we expect that our diﬀerent approach towards reshaping human
intention will be useful for future research on HRI.
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We will continue our eﬀorts to realize an online system that is reliable and fast. We conjecture that such
a system can be applied to security systems, information services, assisted services, etc. Particularly, attracting
the attention of elderly people suﬀering from Alzheimer disease or of infants interacting in a daycare setting
may eliminate potential dangers by changing their intention, which would otherwise result in getting hurt.
At the present time, the number of terrorist attacks is high. The security of certain locations, such
as airports, railway stations, and large stadiums, is important because many people use these public spaces.
Particularly, after the September 11 attack airport security has improved. Sometimes the police require time
to defuse terrorism. In this case, robots that are modeled with diﬀerent shapes and purposes may be added to
security measures by using intention reshaping.
On the other hand, intention reshaping via robots can be used for training animals or chastening inmates
in prison. More examples can be given for this new research area. In the future, if intention estimation is fast,
reliable, and robust, intention controllers will be a commercially available oﬀ-the-shelf component in stores.
We hope that our novel contribution to science will be the starting point of something useful for humanity in
manufacturing.
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